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ProLine Magic...
Spectator Suspension

At last, a professional illusion
under $2,000!  First 12 Orders get a

FREE Pro Hoop ($455 value)!
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PAYMENT METHOD:

❑ MasterCard    ❑ Visa       ❑ Check / Money Order

  Amount Enclosed  $ ____________________________________________

_______________________________________________________________

  Expiration Date:   _______   _______  CVN Code: ______

_______________________________________________________________

SHIP TO:
Name __________________________________________________________

Address ________________________________________________________

City ___________________________________ State ___________________

Zip ______________________    Phone�Day (_____) ________________
 Evening (_____) _____________________

E-Mail Address: ________________________________________________

All Credit Card Orders Must Be Placed By The Cardholder Only.

Month Year

Card Account Number

Customer Signature

ATTENTION: No cash or credit card refunds without written
authorization from Stevens Magic Emporium.

If you are a Kansas resident, you
are subject to local sales tax.

Domestic Insurance Policy:
Our responsibility ends when shipment leaves our
premises.  We, therefore, suggest you insure your
order.  Insurance fees are as follows:

$ 0.01 to  $  50.00 ......................... $0.75
$ 50.01 to $100.00 ......................... $1.60
$ 100.01 to $200.00 ......................... $2.40
$ 200.01 to $300.00 ......................... $3.50
$ 300.01 to $400.00 ......................... $4.60
$ 400.01 to $500.00 ......................... $5.40
$ 500.01 to $600.00 ......................... $6.20
Maximum Liability $600.00

Give Us A Call...
Our hours are Monday � Friday 10:30 a.m. to 5:30 p.m. (cst) and Saturday 11:00 a.m. to
5:00 p.m. (cst).  We�re happy to help you with your orders.  We look forward to talking with you.

Stevens Magic Emporium
2520 East Douglas �  Wichita, KS  67214

Phone:  (316) 683-9582 �  Fax:  (316) 68-MAGIC (686-2442)
E-Mail:  magic@stevensmagic.com
Website:  www.stevensmagic.com

**Prices subject to change without notice.**

SHIPPING CHANGES:  Minimum Ship
Charges

$ 0.00 to  $  50.00 ....................... $5.00
$ 50.01 to $100.00 ....................... $7.50
$ 100.01 to $200.00 ....................... $10.00

Over $200.00 ....................... $12.50

Important Note: The above charges will apply
on the majority of orders. SME reserves the right
to choose the method of shipment on table rates.
However, there are some products due to their
dimensions and weights (including but not limited
to) larger props and illusions, where additional
shipping costs will be required. In such cases, we
will notify you post purchase. This is why the
phrase �minimum ship charge� is included in the
above tiers.

SME assumes no liability for errors in ad
copy and or prices.

mailto:magic@stevensmagic.com
http://www.stevensmagic.com
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Charles Gauci Presents...
Pychic Vision

For Workers ONLY!  This product is
marketed specifically for
professionals.

Streamlined, piercingly strong psychic
ability! Not only will your audience believe
it, but you will too! Internationally respected
mentalist Charles Gauci has traveled the
world performing and coveting Psychic
Vision for many years. Finally, he�s making
it available commercially, exclusively
through Stevens Magic Emporium.

Simple Truth�This is the cleanest
demonstration of mind-reading you will
ever perform. It is important to note that
Psychic Vision is themed for corporate,
parlor or cabaret venues (or  30-50 people).
This is �not� a close-up effect.  This is
created for working professionals only!

Psychic Vision has 30 photo cards are displayed, each one containing an image
and text of an international destination, such as New Orleans, Germany, Austria,
France, South Africa etc. This deck is handed out to the 12 to 20 audience members
whom are instructed to shuffle it. Next they are instructed to take any image card
they wish and pass the rest of the cards to the person next to them, who also takes
a random card and passes it down the line to the next person and so on.

Fact: The performer will immediately know the information you need to know:
How you choose to reveal it�that�s the fun part, because with Psychic Vision
you will be able to focus 100% on presentation. In addition to the success Charles
has performing for dignitaries and laymen�his product line is equally successful
among mentalist because he holds fast to making sure his signature effects are
easy to perform �Psychic Vision satisfies this requirement.

It delivers the information... Without prompting, fishing or any pumping
sequences. The performer has no control as to who selects the photo.  No stacked
deck application. No marked cards. Each recipient can shuffle all the photos prior
to selection.  No duplicate photos.  No forcing of any kind.  All photos distributed
by the audience (not the performer).  No progressive anagrams.  The performer
instructs all the recipients to keep a �poker face� until the entire reading is finished.
The performer points to each recipient and begins the reading!

Contents: Photos laminated on thick card stock. Two sets of photo cards per
packet. Instructions are included with the set. Purchase includes television rights.

$125Limited Inventory Remains!

https://www.stevensmagic.com/shop/psychic-vision-charles-gauci-2/
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House Of Magic...
Buma�s Totally

Telekinetic
The performer borrows a clear drinking glass
(or similar container) which is placed on a
table top, he then introduces either an old
button, a brass key or a plastic hexagon toy
nut. (All are included in this effect for your
choice and selected presentation).

The spectator is then asked to suspend (hang),
(say the button for this presentation) from the
glass, allowing it to dangle into the center of
the clear glass, he does this by using a rubber
band and a pencil (or similar borrowed
objects), the performer and the spectator now
position their hands several inches away from
the glass, eliminating all physical connection
with the glass, yet encircling it with the
presence of their hands.

The spectator is then requested to focus on
the button dangling inside the glass, when
suddenly a distinctive clink, clink, clink is heard
emanating from the glass, for the button is
now seen to be twisting, turning and hitting
the inside walls of the glass, this physical and
audible manifestation is for real and may be
replicated for any of your audiences with
either the old button, brass key or plastic
hexagon toy nut, depending on your audience
and desired presentation.

Questions may even be put to the dangling
button (key & nut also) for a classic spirit bell
presentation unlike any other !

https://www.stevensmagic.com/shop/bumas-totally-telekinetic/
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Buma�s Newest Effect!

Comes with everything shown here,
but the glass!

Performance Benefits:
Totally handcrafted, props that do not look like store bought magic props because
there not, rather they have been carefully hand crafted to look, feel and act like the
everyday items they resemble.

You needn�t perform with a glass, or even to hang an item, routining and
presentation is totally customizable by yourself.  You can perform with all three of
the hand crafted props in a single routine or use them individually.  You may
incorporate borrowed items from your audience into your performance.

Spectators may handle the props before, after and during your performance.
Completely original in design and execution.

Fast and easy to perform, requires no slights or palming, under your complete
control.  Under your complete control at all times,  uses no threads or electronics,
may be instantly repeated.  Can be performed seated, standing or even without
the use of a table.  No physical contact between the performer and the props, gaff
is completely invisible to the audience.  Perform just about any time anywhere,
sets up in a flash, perform close up and while surrounded, great for table hopping.
A totally original concept involving no threads, loops, electronics or batteries.
Hand crafted by BUMA in limited numbers, assuring BUMA quality and true
uniqueness in your performances.

Complete with photo illustrated routined instructions.

�Possibly the greatest value we have ever been able to offer our magic
community!  Just one of BUMA�s customized handcrafted gimmicks is worth
the price of this effect, yet BUMA includes three different ones for you!  If
that�s not enough of a bargain, BUMA also includes his customized handcrafted
GAFF, which was a complete sell out solo at MAGIC LIVE 2015, being
demonstrated by BUMA in our Stevens�s booth.�  --Joe Stevens

$97.50No Discounts Allowed With This Item!
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PROline Magic...
Bringing affordable,

quality illusions to you!
Illusions that won�t break your back
during transport, nor break your
bank account either�yet not
sacrificing impact!  PROline
provides you this full-size
suspension complete with
backdrop! Plus with the PROline
name and Cliff Wiggs�you know
you will have something that is
both high quality and unique!

A spectator weighing up to 175
pounds is asked to recline on a
board held by two supports. Each
support is completely removed and
the spectator and board remain
suspended in mid air. The
performer may walk and stand
behind the board and spectator. A
hoop (gimmicked hoop required)
may be passed over all. The
supports are replaced and you both
take a well deserved bow!

� Supplied with everything needed
as shown.

� All breaks down for very compact
packing (largest piece is 28 X 24
X 3-inches).

�When supports are removed there
is virtually no sagging (1/2-inch to
3/4-inch max, which is the best in
the business).

�Contemporary styling.

� Angles are very good due to
proprietary design implemen-
tations.

� Pro Hoop included ($455 value!)
Limited to first 12 units sold!

FREE! ProLine Hoop ($455 Value) for the
first 12 purchases of  Spectator

Suspension!

FREE! ProLine Hoop ($455 Value) for the
first 12 purchases of  Spectator

Suspension!
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Spectator Suspension

Pro Hoop
included with
the purchase
of Spectator
Suspension!

That�s a $455
Value for

FREE! First
12 Units Sold!

NOTE:  Additional shipping
costs will be required for
this product. We will contact
you post-purchase or you can
contact us prior.  Item can have
fabrication time of up 4-6 weeks
if not in stock.

$1,995 + s&h

No Discounts Allowed
With This Item!

https://www.stevensmagic.com/shop/spectator-suspension-proline-magic/
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Jay Mattioli Winner!
This Is HEAVY!

Jay�s Answer To The Light/Heavy Box!
The perform invites a spectator onstage to help in a
demonstration of muscle hypnosis. Seating the spectator
on a small wooden stool, the magician �hypnotizes� that
spectator into believing that a small silk handkerchief
weighs over 1,000 pounds.

An empty cardboard box is shown on all sides and placed
on the wooden stool. A second spectator is now invited
onstage and is asked to place the handkerchief in the box
and then lift the box with its silk contents off the stool,
which proves to be a simple feat. But when the hypnotized
spectator attempts to lift the box he cannot! It is simply
too heavy for him to even budge! The second spectator
can even reach in the box themselves and remove the
hanky, which then allows the box to become light enough
for the hypnotized spectator to lift off the stool. But
whenever the hanky is placed back in to box, the
hypnotized spectator cannot lift the box one bit! This
becomes a riot for kid show audiences as well as for adults.

If you have ever wanted to perform Jean Robert-
Houdin�s Light Heavy Chest with ease, without
worry and with deceptiveness, the time is NOW�
THIS IS HEAVY!

THE MAGICIAN NEVER TOUCHES THE BOX
DURING THE ROUTINE! The contents of the box
can become heavy while the magician is no where even
near the box or spectators, and always under his complete
control.

DIFFERENCE MECHANISM�Most other light heavy
chests required you to find a super smooth, glass-like surface
to perform on, which made it very impractical. With the
supplied props you can do this anywhere, in any environment.

THE PROPS ARE INNOCENT LOOKING! No giant, suspicious disc
to lay on the floor and place the box on. Use a cardboard box which can
be viewed inside and out on all angles! There is nothing to see.

THIS IS HEAVY is very easy and stress free to operate, letting you focus on the
important part of this classic illusion�the presentation.

$899 + $55 s&h in US
NOT eligible for the coupon!

https://www.stevensmagic.com/shop/this-is-heavy-jay-mattioli/
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Jay Mattioli New & Improved!

Orange, Lemon, Balloon & Shoe 2.0
Lightning Version

New table design�twice as deceptive as original model. No live animals. Set up
time is cut in half. Not just a trick but a whole show!

The performer borrows a spectator�s shoe and places it into a cardboard fruit box
with an orange and a lemon to �deoderize� it, but instead�it disappears! To
compensate for the missing shoe, the performer blows up a balloon to give to the
helper, but it deflates and transforms into a silk hank! The hank is used to cover
the lemon and the lemon vanishes! The orange is covered and it too
vanishes...oops...it�s still there. The orange is cut open to reveal the vanished
lemon inside! The lemon is cut open to show the balloon. The balloon is inflated
and placed on the table where it pops, revealing the spectator�s shoe!

COMES COMPLETE! Table, fruits, silks, foulard, cardboard fruit box, balloons
and DVD instructions featuring new routine, ideas and more. Table assembles
quickly using 8 bolts and wing nuts.

�Jay Mattioli�s Orange, Lemon, Balloon Shoe trick is not just a trick, it can be
the whole show. The visual part of the trick is fantastic. This is one routine
that can fit into anyone�s show just the way it comes. Jay has done all the
work. Not only is it funny, and entertaining, it is very visual and strong magic.
I wish I had thought of this trick, if I did, you would not be able to buy it. I
would keep this baby to myself. It is a routine that only needs you � Jay has
done the rest.� --Stephen Bargatze, Award Winning Comedy Magician

$1,099NOT eligible for the coupon!

https://www.stevensmagic.com/shop/o-l-b-s-lightning-version-jay-mattioli/
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Voitko Presents...
Appearing &

Folding Tables
2 Table Top Choices

Streamlined, excellent quality is what you get
with this Voitko Appearing & Folding Table.

The table disassembles into five parts and a flat
top. It is crafted from very lightweight, yet high
quality polished aluminum tubes, which gives it
both it�s lightweight feature, yet sturdy frame.
Table Top is 16 x 12-inches and height
of table is 31-inches.

This table could be used as both a necessary
supply and a production both. Why not get
more out of your stage performance, after all
your goal as an performer it to provide eye-
catching entertainment and differentiate
yourself. You�ll be able to accomplish exactly

this and possibly more with this unique
functional prop. Use both for stage,
parlor and also close-up magic.

Two models (versions)�One model is a
classic black with silver border.  The other
model features a jumbo playing card on
the face, (as in this image showing the
Ace of Spades), which can be used
perfectly for manipulators.  Please
specify which table you prefer�
Classic Black or Jumbo Ace of
Spades.

$235 each

The photos to the right
show the table folded up
for easy transportation

and storage!

This item is not eligible for the coupon!

https://www.stevensmagic.com/shop/appearing-folding-table-classic-voitko/
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Metal Writing Exclusive
Engraved
2 Versions�

Deluxe & Basic
On the table, the performer places
a key ring with a picture of the
Zodiac.  When turning it over, the
spectator�s name and star sign is
engraved on its back. ENGRAVED
can be presented as an ordinary
object or an artifact but also as a
key ring, a necklace, a watch, a
compass or an heirloom.  You can
change the design of the amulet

by replacing the picture inside or attaching either a key ring chain or necklace
chain to the amulet�everything is included.  This an amazing feature because
�one prop� now becomes many, and you can change the theme depending on
whom you are performing for.  How many quality effects can boast that? Anything�
a message, a word, a sign or a number can be engraved on the back.  The message
is secretly engraved right in front of the audience using�No Stooges, No Forces,
No Pre-Show and No Dual Reality or assistants.

ENGRAVED can be used as a souvenir, a key ring, a necklace or a watch�
ordinary objects in the world today. But at the same time it could be a unique
artifact with a spectacular story like a medallion used by a secret society or an old
pendant from the 19th Century. It comes with 20 different pictures that fit into the
amulet and with them the object change. Thanks to the timeless and clean design
it can be used today, in the future and also as a reminder of the past.

ENGRAVED can be presented as a prediction, a premonition, a finale in a psychic
reading, a magical amulet, a magical effect or as a magical humoristic effect. Thanks
to the wide possibility with the method of Metal Writing, anything can be engraved.
This opens up possibilities that haven�t been possible with previous methods. One
advantage of ENGRAVED is that the amulet can either be in full view or hidden
during the performance. The different hook ups, methods and techniques make
Engraved easy to use and suitable for most performers and situations.

ENGRAVED comes with DVD that covers over 20 routines and ideas, including
ideas from Peter Turner, Colin McLeod, Luca Volpe, Lars-Peter Loeld and Bob
Cassidy. You will also get multiple methods collected in a Toolbox, that help you to
create endless amount of routines.  Refer to website for the differences
between Deluxe and Basic.

Basic...$169       Deluxe...$260

https://www.stevensmagic.com/?s=engraved&post_type=product
https://www.stevensmagic.com/shop/engraved-deluxe-metal-writing/
https://www.stevensmagic.com/shop/engraved-basic-metal-writing/.
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Cards Doing The Work For You
Henry Evans�

Daredevil Deck
The Daredevil Deck seems to be an
innocent Phoenix Deck, but it is marked
in a devious way! You will not believe it! It
is THAT bold! A marked deck that you
can read blindfolded, with markings 350%
bigger than the Phoenix Marked Decks
and 700% bigger than the Ultimate
Marked Deck!

Perfect for Parlor, Stage and Video
Performances. And for all magicians with
bad eyesight, who cannot use a Marked

Deck any longer. The included DVD teaches Henry�s Killer Routine, using the
Daredevil Deck!

$45
Electronic Ghost Cards

Stevens Magic now liberates all those who have
lived with the fear of working with threads by
offering Electronic Ghost Card!

The performer displays a deck of cards, fanning
and showing both sides.  He asks a volunteer to
pick a card, sign it and then return it to the middle
of the deck.  The magician explains that he will
not be performing this miracle, but instead the
�spirits� will and places the deck on the floor.
The magician moves away from the deck (the
benefit here is there is literally nothing tying the
magician to the deck).  The magician could� if
desired�be a long way away from the deck, even
in another room to eliminate any suspicion.

Magically the deck starts to move and cut in half.  The magician can instruct
another spectator (if desired), to turn over the card that the deck cut to, to confirm
that it is the spectator�s signed chosen card.

Benefits compared to traditional Ghost Card effects:  No limitations with respect
to distance�as to how far the magician can walk away from the deck.  No worries
about losing the thread line.  Enhanced confidence while performing.  The gimmick
is self-working.  Incredible value as price is comparable to traditional models which
is impressive considering the electronics. There are other effects possible with this
utility that are not possible with traditional Ghost Cards.  Comes with a link for
an instructional video with purchase.

$47.50

https://www.stevensmagic.com/shop/daredevil-deck-henry-evans/
https://www.stevensmagic.com/shop/electronic-ghost-card/
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Cards & More Cards
Boris Wild�s

Marked Deck &
DVD Combo

Magic with a marked deck has never been
easier to learn!  Now you can get the
enormously popular Boris Wild Marked
Deck (printed exclusively by the US Playing
Card Company) and our �Miracles With
A Marked Deck� DVD together for one
great price!

On this DVD, Kirk Charles explores the
workings of a marked deck and
demonstrates its use in over 12 stunning
tricks. You will learn: Instantly memorize

the order of the entire deck. Tell the difference between black and red cards
(apparently by weight alone!) Analyze a spectator�s handwriting as if you were an
expert graphologist.  As well as the history and background of marked deck and
the development of modern marking systems including the Boris Wild Marked
Deck. Years of careful study and practice are laid bare on this DVD.

$35
UGM�s

Million Card Deck
Finally�after what seems to be forever, but was
only about 4 months�this highly coveted
manipulation deck from UGM is back! Not only is
it back, it�s 2 millimeters longer then before at 2.4
x 3.5-inches or  6. 6.2 x9cm. This is the only deck
in the history of Stevens Magic, that people have
ordered 24� at one time. This is the deck preferred
by many manipulators and magicians�s worldwide
�due to the exacting feel and weight.

This deck is Absolutely Required for Card Manipulation!
In addition to the usual 54 cards, add 10 extra cards (Spade
A, Spade 5 , Heart 4 , Heart 8 , Club 3 , Club 7 , Diamond
2 , Diamond 6 , blank face two ). This provides you with a
total of 64 card sheets! Each set with a single card thickness
of only about 1cm!  That means you will be able to produce
A LOT more cards!

Note:  Suggest consideration of fanning powder if required.
$15

https://www.stevensmagic.com/shop/boris-wild-marked-deck-and-dvd-combo/
https://www.stevensmagic.com/shop/million-card-deck-ugm/
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Seeing Is Believing!
Meir Yedid &

Jeff  Stewart�s
Now-U-C-It

Now-U-Don�t
Possibly one of the greatest
magical gimmicks of all time.

We are fully aware that the thumb tip is
the all-time, best gimmick, but the
gimmick you receive with this effect has
more than 50 moves, routines and ideas
from the following...

Jeff Stewart     Ken Krenzel
Meir Yedid     John Cornelius

Ed Mellon     David Regal
and lots more!

Magic that looks so good�you will swear
its trick photography!  Easy To Carry!
Always ready!  No elaborate setup!

This is a splendid gimmick and you know what a gimmick is in our world of magic.
Vanish coins, produce coins, transpose coins, bill switches and so much more!
Bonus �Killer Move� that you can use in different routines.

Is this a NEW gimmick? NO!  This is a �Golden Classic� out of the past, reborn
again!  Made famous by Jeff Stewart in 1980.

This special limited edition package includes the book, DVD and
gimmick.

$40

Miracle Dice
Start by showing 6 different numbered dice
inside a small box. You then ask someone in
the audience to toss the die.

You open the box. Amazing but true.....all the
dice in the box match the number that was
tossed!!

Available Again!   $15

https://www.stevensmagic.com/shop/now-you-see-it-now-you-dont/
https://www.stevensmagic.com/shop/miracle-dice/
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Must Haves For Your Act!
Japanese Harbin

Table
A new version, quality crafted in Japan

by Tejinaya Aoki
This table has everything�it�s compact,
extremely durable, folds completely flat and
best of all it has an easy and quick setup!

The height is 30-inches and diameter
of table top is 15-inches.  Metal trimmed
black table top.  Metal supports fold flat into
bottom of table top (as shown in photo). Easy
to carry on and carry off!  Excellent quality.
Wonderful for short acts.

Special Price...$275

Coupon Cannot Be Used
With This Item.

Perfect Egg
Finally an EGG that is better than the
old Weller EGG! Swirl it in a glass and
the pieces of paper grow into a real
EGG! Hard to find...don�t miss out on
this one!

The performer pulls a tissue from a small travel
pack and tears it up. Suddenly the tissue pieces
have transformed into an egg! The performer
reaches for a glass and breaks the real egg
into the glass. Impossible. Perfect Egg is a high
quality latex egg perfect for your traditional
Egg on Fan routine or any other egg routine.

$25

https://www.stevensmagic.com/shop/japanese-harbin-table-tejinaya-aoki/
https://www.stevensmagic.com/shop/perfect-egg-kreis/
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More Collectibles
For more information, please contact Joe Stevens.

Please serious inquiries ONLY!
316.683.9582 or joe@stevensmagic.com

See more information on the website.

Abbott
Tea Chest Vanish

Near Mint Condition

Haenchen
Watch Box

Near Mint Condition
Abbott

Canary Cabby
 Near Mint Condition

Owen
Sesame Box

Good Condition

Babcock
Genii Tube

Mint Condition

Abbott
5-Shot Lota
Mint Condition

Owen
Houdin Coin Chest

(Coins Vanish & Reappear!)
Near Mint Condition

Bran
Rice Vase
(German)

Good Condition
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Chazpro Miracles
Die Cipher II

A brass canister, lid and die are
examined. As you look away, a
spectator puts the die in the canister,
remembers the number on top and
covers with the lid. You turn around,
concentrate, then write a number on a
piece of paper. The lid is lifted, revealing
the number on the die...it matches your
answer! No questions. No fishing. This
clever device gives you all the
information.

Thanks to Chuck Leach's improvement
in the design, you no longer need to

turn the box over to discern the number. Don't confuse Die-Cipher II with the
various versions of Mental Die. This is much better! A Chazpro Best Seller!

$50

Shamrock Cup
Coins vanish and appear with this
specially made cup. There are no end
to the routines possible. Coins vanish
one at a time and more.

Includes bonus routine from Aldo
Colombini. Use with U.S. Half Dollars
or English Pennies�Provide your
own coins. Easy to do. No difficult
sleights. Extremely limited edition!

$30

The Raven
The Raven® magic trick, new in the package,
direct from the manufacturer and inventor.
Now includes print and DVD instructions, plus
special props.

Show both sides of your hands, then place a
coin in a spectator's hand and simply wave
your hands...

Magic�s Most Visual Vanish!    $30

https://www.stevensmagic.com/shop/die-cipher-ii/
https://www.stevensmagic.com/shop/shamrock-cup/
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Quality Wallets From Japan

Magnet Himber Wallet
Available In 2 Sizes!

Also called the �W� wallet.  This is unquestionable
the finest himber-style wallet on the market. Each one is
hand made by a craftsman in Japan.  The genius of the
wallet is the magnetic application that allows the perform
to actually hand out the wallet to a spectator and have
�them� open the wallet!  Think about the subtlety and
power of such an act, when you hand the wallet over to
a spectator and they open it to reveal what you (the
magician) want them too!  Himber wallets are used in
their basic application to make money, billets, cards either
disappear, appear or change.

Magician places a piece of paper that has crudely been
drawn to resemble a $100 bill, puts it into the wallet,
hands it to a spectator and when they open it�it has
magically changed into a real $100 bill!

This is NOT a Z-Fold Wallet. It�s made from exceptional quality leather.  The
wallet opens from the same direction.  You can even have a spectator open wallet.
No sleights required, exceptionally easy to do allowing you to focus on presentation.
Dimensions approx. 4x7.25-inches (10cm x 18.5cm).  Dimensions of Mini approx.
3.5x4 .75 -inches (9cm x 13cm).

    Mini Himber...$70      Standard Himber...$85

Fuji Wallet
This is a new type of �Bill In The Wallet� that
will finally  do the routine justice!

A spectator signs on the back of a $10 or $100 bill.
The bill is folded three times.  Another spectator holds
the bill.  A wallet is taken out from the inner pocket of
your jacket.  The spectator also hold the wallet.
Performer takes out a small envelope and puts the
spectator�s bill in the envelope.  The envelope is then lit
on fire with a lighter and burns!  The spectator then
opens the zipper of the wallet and finds an envelope
inside and is instructed to take out the envelope and be

sure that it has bene sealed!  After so doing, to take out what is inside of it.
BELIEVE IT OR NOT; it is the signed bill that has been burned and restored!  A
feature of magic for years and the magic is done in the hands of the spectator.

Mr. Hiro Sakai, who is a Japanese popular magician and whose idea has been
adopted in the David Copperfield TV special said, �This is the ultimate �Bill
In The Wallet� and I have never seen such an excellent piece of
wallet magic.�

$89

https://www.stevensmagic.com/shop/ultimate-bill-in-wallet-fuji-wallet/
https://www.stevensmagic.com/shop/magnetic-himber-wallet/
https://www.stevensmagic.com/shop/magnetic-himber-wallet/
https://www.stevensmagic.com/shop/magnetic-himber-wallet-mini/
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Baseballs�All Sizes!

Final Load
Baseballs

Guaranteed amazement... no noise...
topical... or just be different.  Lemons are
great, but if you want to be different�try
the baseballs!  A wonderful and different
way for the finale to the classic cups and
balls or chop cups!  Set of three hand-
sewned baseballs that fit perfectly
under most all cups!  Use one or use
them all!

$25

Miniature Chop Cup
Baseballs

These 1-inch miniature baseballs are
absolutely the finest we have ever seen.
Endorsed by Auke Van Dokkum!

The leather is the highest quality, supple to
feel and soft to the touch. The search for the
absolute highest quality of miniature baseballs
is over.  Each set comes with two balls,
one non-gimmicked and on gimmicked
ball.

$30

Chop Cup Baseballs
1.25-inch

Endorsed by Auke Van Dokkum!
These 1.25-inch miniature baseballs are
absolutely the finest we have ever seen.

The leather is the highest quality, supple
to feel and soft to the touch� The
search for the absolute highest quality
of miniature baseballs is over. Each set
comes with two balls, one non-
gimmicked and on gimmicked ball.

$35

https://www.stevensmagic.com/shop/baseballs-chop-cup-1-5/
https://www.stevensmagic.com/shop/miniature-chop-cup-balls-van-dokkum/
https://www.stevensmagic.com/shop/final-load-baseballs-set-of-3/
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House Of Magic�A Winner!
Buma�s

Raffia Man
Where the magic

happens in the
spectator�s hand!

A pocket-size figure of a
man crafted from Raffia
is introduced and handed
to a spectator allowing
them to place it on an
audience member�s hand
of their choosing.

Laying flat, the Raffia
Man is now felt by the
spectator as well as seen
by all, to be moving on
the spectator�s hand.
Soon he stands totally
upright on his own two
feet and stays there until
he starts to lean back slowly, settling into his original
position.  Suddenly he stands up again and this time
starts to lean forward. He continues to do so until he�s
face down on the spectator�s hand. If desired Raffia
Man can be place on another audience members hand.
Now the real magic is seen! As Raffia Man shows
signs of life, he begins to lean forward and soon
is performing a hand stand upon the spectators
outstretched hand! That�s right, he doesn�t just stand
up, he performs a hand stand. The Raffia man can
then once again be removed from the spectator�s hand
by any audience member.  Remember�everything
happens in the spectator�s hand!

� Uses no needles, invisible loops or invisible thread!
� Everything happens in the spectator�s hand.
� May be instantly repeated.
� Under your complete control at all times.
� Gaff is completely invisible to audience.
� Completely original in design and execution.
�  Hand crafted by Buma in limited numbers.

$97.50

https://www.stevensmagic.com/shop/raffia-man-house-of-magic-buma-jr/
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House Of Magic Exclusives

S-O-S
(Silent, Original, Suspension)

The performer borrows any bill and while
holding the bill at tips of both hands asks a
spectator to pick up a glass full of any liquid
and to place it on one end of the bill.
Viola�the performer lets go of one end
and the glass of liquid is sitting suspended
on top of the bill and no spilling occurs.
Nothing collapses! Nothing falls to the
ground! IMPOSSIBLE, but true.

The glass is removed and the bill is returned
immediately to the spectator.  Easy to master. No sleeve work! No threads, wires,
magnets or mirrors!  No sleights! Nothing to break!  No parts to replace! Always
ready to perform and fits in your pocket.  All items are borrowed and may be
repeated at once.   Excellent impromptu magic.  Hundreds sold! P.S. You can
do the effect with a cell phone as well!

     $48

Air Levitation
Please note each and every one of these is hand-
assembled by Buma. This is not something that
is produced in any quantity or imported. When
watching the video demo�focus on when the
non-levitating bill is passed completely under the
levitating bill�in a side to side motion! That�s
what makes this very special!

What the audience sees:  Two unprepared
bills are borrowed form a spectator. One of the
bills is laid on the magicians� palm. At the
magician�s command, the bill slowly and
mysteriously rise�s above the performers open
outstretched hand.  The second borrowed bill
is now passed from left to right completely under
the levitating bill, allowing for the second
borrowed bill to be seen to completely pass
under the levitating bill, from it�s far left side all
the way to it�s right side with no visible support
of the levitating bill! The second borrowed bill may also be slid completely under
the levitating bill, �front to back� with no visible support of the levitating bill!  The
two borrowed bills are now folded to show they have contained no secret appliance
used to accomplish this eye popping illusion and returned to there owners. The
performers hands are seen to be completely empty!

One Of  Buma�s Best Seller Ever!         $49.50

https://www.stevensmagic.com/shop/sos-silent-original-suspension-buma-house-of-magic-2/
https://www.stevensmagic.com/shop/air-levitation-house-of-magic-buma/
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Brian Watson Presents...
Bewitching Sticks

This Bewitching Sticks are a set you
will treasure. The weight and balance
is perfect. The perceived value is
immediate when you hold them in
your hands. They are elegant and
refined.   They are the most beautiful,
practical and durable paddle tricks in
the world! Hand crafted, finished and
detailed in finest English (lead free)
pewter and adorned with Swarovski
crystals, not only do they look stunning
(and classy), they will last a lifetime.

Note: This was a special run.  Something this unique and specialized will probably
never be crafted again.  Thus, who knows how long they will be available.

NOT eligible for the coupon!               $125

Cyber Shells
The three shell game has gone
through many variations and
modifications over the years. It
remains one of the solid effects in
magic and will continue to for years
to come because it has all the
ingredients of what magic should be;
interaction, risk, skill, performance
and lots of laughter.

As with Brian�s previous exclusive
and elite Pewter line, the quality is
exceptional. They have a value
added perceived value as soon as you hold them in your hands. The extra fourth
�solid� shell is another aspect that shows Brian�s creative ability.

In the end you have a unique set unlike any other made. The set comes with four
shells, two peas (one hard and one soft), a bag that can also serve as your
performance area, the instructional DVD, and don�t forget the small block of
cheese for the mouse.  In addition to Brian�s ability to create high quality, limited
run items he is also a consummate professional and an excellent teacher. Brian
Watson is that unique person who can wear many hats and wear them very well.

Note: This was a special run. Something this unique and specialized will probably
never be crafted again.  Thus, who knows how long they will be available.

NOT eligible for the coupon!               $155

https://www.stevensmagic.com/shop/cybershells-brian-watson/
https://www.stevensmagic.com/shop/bewitching-sticks-brian-watson/
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Brian Watson Presents...
Sim Stone With Manual

As with all Brian�s products, it's all inclusive,
and exceptionally well thought-out.  It features
both the unique Sim Stones manufactured by
Brian along with the Sim Stone Manual�
which has a foreword by Lee Earle.  The Sim
Stones are sincerely stones, with a combined
weight of 8.5 ounces! (0.24 Kilograms).  It's
all quality!

Get the inside secrets on how to make �real
money� in the real world of Psychic Fairs. The
Sim Stone Manual comes complete with a
set of Sim Stones, unlike Tarot or Runes, you
will be an authority on Sim Stones�in no time
at all!

If you�re not impressed yet, how about a
system that�s flexible enough to let you practice the difficult art of cold
reading yet give you a firm base or script to get you back on track �if
needed? Can you imagine a better system or product whether you are just starting
out or already are an accomplished reader?

Sim Stones gives you the following advantages:  Built In Memory System, Easy To
Learn, Allows For �Canned� or Free Form Readings, Unique, Giving You The
Edge, Use The System Anytime�Anywhere, Even Use Without The Stones! Use
For Numerology Readings and MUCH more...

Chapters in the book contain: Principle Behind The Sim Stones, The Memory
System, Clues, Body Language, Building Rapport, Positive Thinking, Rituals,
Spreads, Business, Stationery And MUCH more�

New Price...$75
Dirty Dog Draw

Dirty Dog Draw is the world's easiest
magic square!  Now you can create the
impression of subliminal influence with
nothing to remember other than
presentation!

Dirty Dog Draw is specially printed in
full color and fits in a single credit card
slot in your wallet!

� Wallet Sized  � Self Working
� No Memory Work  � Always Ready

$23
Top Seller!

https://www.stevensmagic.com/shop/sim-stones-brian-watson/
https://www.stevensmagic.com/shop/dirty-dog-draw-brain-watson/
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Unbelievable!
Needle Thru

 Balloon
The spectator blows up a balloon
and gives to the magician.  The
magician takes a long, steel needle
and is pushes it all the way through
an inflated balloon, and it does not
pop!

Looks impossible! Remove the
SHARP needle and pop the balloon!
Includes needle and 12 balloons.
But any balloon can be used as long
as they are 11-inches.

$15

Lubricated
Needle Wand
For use with the Needle
Thru Balloon effect, the
Lubricated Needle
Wand is the perfect
holder.  Not only can you use this
special wand for your show, it also
serves as a carry case to transport the
needle and, better yet, it lubricates the
needle every time you remove it from
the wand!  If you own the Needle Thru
Balloon, the Lubricated Needle
Wand is a must!

$15

Replacement Balloons
(Needle Thru Balloon)

The perfect balloons for Needle Thru
Balloon.  You get a �Magician�s Dozen�
(13 balloons) of the crystal clear 11-inch
balloons.  What a deal!!

$3.50

https://www.stevensmagic.com/shop/needle-thru-balloon/
https://www.stevensmagic.com/shop/lubricated-needle-wand/
https://www.stevensmagic.com/shop/replacement-balloons-for-needle-thru/
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Best Of The Best
Meir Yedid�s

Walk On Water Book Test
While on stage you mention that you would
like to try an experiment in mind reading. You
pull out a bag from the local book store, rip it
open and remove two hardcover books. Select
a spectator. Have her verify that she has never
met you and have her select one of the two
books (free choice). Have her look through the
book and tell you how many pages it has.  A
second spectator is now asked to name any
page number in the book (free choice). The first
spectator now turns to the selected page and

concentrates on the first word on that page.  You now read the spectator�s mind
and write down the word she is thinking of.  Ask her to yell out the word she is
thinking of, then show the audience the word you wrote. They match. It�s a
miracle.  But, it is not over yet. As an afterthought have the spectator think of the
last word on that page. You can now proceed to dramatically spell out the thought
of word for a double miracle.

Comes complete with two special hard-cover books (Here On Earth:  A Natural
History Of The Planet  and Worm: The First Digital World War) and an illustrated
instruction booklet.

It is quick, direct and easy to present...$75

Meir Yedid at Magic Live 2015

Empathy Book Test
Someone flicks through a book, reads in it and
remembers one of the words. You look at the
person and tell him without any detours what
he is thinking of in detail. Yes, you can tell
exactly the word he has in mind! This is the
book test in its purest and most direct form!

THE FACTS: You can present the effect alone
and under all possible conditions. Nothing has
to be forced, nothing is asked, nothing has been
written down. You don�t have to search for
individual letters.  The spectator opens the book at random, pages through it,
reads something and keeps any word that suits him in mind. In a word: He chooses
the word absolutely free!  There is no need to secretly glimpse any information�
the performer is able to stand widely apart from the spectator. And despite (perhaps
because of) the uniquely clear and fair procedure, you are able to present an
absolutely incredible mind-reading.  You will need nothing else other than the
book. Your hands are empty during the whole performance. The handling will be
mastered perfectly after a short while.

   English Edition...$250

https://www.stevensmagic.com/shop/wow-book-test-6-meir-yedid/
https://www.stevensmagic.com/shop/empathy-book-test-english-edition/
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Larry�s Done It Again!
Bizarre Magick

The Collector�s Edition
By Larry Baukin

Reasons why the purchase of this book is a �no
brainer!�  One hour bonus audio that comes
with the purchase of the Bizarre Magick
book.  The definitive collection from one of the
acknowledged masters and pioneers of Bizarre
Magick. Available for the first time as a quality
hardcover book.

Cover Painting: The Nightmare by Henry Fuseli,
1781 � Original artwork by Andrea Fullmontis.

At 264 pages, this book is one of the largest
publications published by The Pro Shop, making

it an incredible value for bizarrists and mentalists alike. It contains Dr. Fathom�s
Amusements, Laughing Souls and Other Bizarre Visitations
and The Book of Aleister Crowley (all three of which are now
out of print), plus all of Larry�s contributions to The New
Invocation, MAGICK, Seance and The Altar Flame� a total of
71 original presentations, all within a single volume.

Perfect For All Levels of Performer who are into Bizarre
Magick, of course. Even if you aren�t, this anthology still makes
for fascinating reading, and could very well be a textbook for a
college-level course on how to craft a compelling presentation.

If you are into the spooky stuff, however, you�ll surely appreciate
these creations from the mind of one of the original pioneers of
Bizarre Magick, regardless of your own performance level.
Amateurs (and remember the literal Latin translation of that
word is �lover�) will not only learn new methods and
techniques, but will invariably gain understanding of the
dramatic and effective elements that go into successful story-
based presentations.

Professionals, on the other hand, will find many of Larry�s
presentations to have a catalytic effect on their own creative
efforts, making this collection the basis for a motherlode of
new material with a bizarre theme. Both amateur and
professional alike will certainly enjoy reading this anthology
for the sheer entertainment value of it, since the majority of
the entries read like a self-contained short story, and all of
them deal with themes and topics that never fail to be thought-
provoking.

$139

https://www.stevensmagic.com/shop/bizarre-magick-collectors-edition-larry-baukin-book/
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ExExExExExccccclusivlusivlusivlusivlusiveeeee

Historical Significance
The Death Camp Magicians

By William V. Rauscher
in collaboration with Werner Reich

A true story of Holocaust survivors Werner Reich and
Herbert Nivelli.  Book is hardcover, over 215 pages,
numerous photos and illustrations.

As there are only a few books that encompass both the
history (as horrific as it was) and the art we all love from
this time period. This book highlights many magicians
including The Great Nivelli, featuring some great
photos from his performances and some of his props,

as well as a detailed listing of many other Jewish magicians
from this period.  It is a shocking tale of surviving the notorious
Nazi Regime and how magic made a difference in two lives as
they journeyed from darkness into light. Readers of this book
must prepare themselves for a journey to the dark side of human
behavior. Through these pages the reader will be transported
back to the Nazi world during the years when the Third Reich
truly believed their leaders would rule the world.

This book portrays the strength of the will to survive in the midst of cruelty that
passes all understanding. As a final warning�this book echoes the words of the
philosopher George Santayana, who said, �Those who cannot remember
the past are condemned to repeat it.�

$49.50
The Psychic Mafia

By M. Lamar Keene as told to Allen Spraggett
The discovery of the story M. Lamar Keene and his remarkable
story began when William Rauscher contacted Keene and
conducted 75 hours of interviews not including visits to
investigate Spiritualist Camps, preparing written reports,
contacting publishers, writing the foreword and the extensive
bibliography assembled from his own research library. The
selection of a publisher and their desire to have researcher,
writer, Allen Spraggett prepare the final manuscript resulted
in one of the great classic books of psychical research.

With both candor and cunning, Keene reveals the tricks of his trade�
secrets of billet reading, ectoplasm, levitation, apports, healing, spirit
precipitation, prediction and even �spirit sex.� Shocking as well as
fascinating, Keene�s testimony describes the �web of mediumistic
espionage� that enables the fraudulent world of spiritualism to operate
while it threatens the lives of those who seek to expose it.  Book is
softcovered with 178 pages with lots of photos!

   Regular Price...$29                         Special Price ...$21.50

https://www.stevensmagic.com/shop/the-death-camp-magicians-rauscher-book/
https://www.stevensmagic.com/shop/psychic-mafia-by-lamar-keene-book/
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Fabulous Magical History
The Experts

At The Card Table
By David Ben &
E.S. Andrews

The Experts At The Card Table
is a new interpretation of the
seminal work on Card Cheating,
Artifice, Ruse and Subterfuge at the
Card Table, self-published originally
by an S. W. Erdnase, in Chicago in
1902.

Here, Ben offers a fresh and new
perspective on what he describes

as �The Erdnase System for Advantage Play�, that is, an approach for cheating at
card play. Ben has reformulated Erdnase�s
original prose for greater clarity in order to
illustrate clandestine card table artifice including
how to secretly locate desired cards, and secure
and stock them for the deal. The reader is
taught, in great detail, using over 750
photographs... how to falsely shuffle and cut
the deck, and manage and maintain the desired
cards while creating the illusion that the cards
are being thoroughly mixed. Finally, the reader
is instructed how to place the controlled cards
into desired hands.

While the general reader will find the technical
information and The Erdnase System for
Advantage Play highly educational, the book is
intended for those with an advanced
understanding of and skill-set for this arcane art.
This book is the first of three volumes which examines and discusses
the science and art of manipulating playing cards for advantage

play.

Book is hardbound, 10 x 10-inches with
dust jacket; 232 pages with over 750
photographs.  This book is offered at
an incredible price considering it�s quality
on all fronts.  Note: Excerpts from
Magic Magazine used �with
permission.�

$75

https://www.stevensmagic.com/shop/the-experts-at-the-card-table-david-ben-e-s-andrews-book/
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Fun & Entertaining
Richard Sanders�

Extreme Burn 2.0
Locked & Loaded

From the creator of Tagged, Identify, Interlace, Fiber
Optics Extended and more, come a bill change system
that is so visually incredible, you�ll think you are watching
a Hollywood Special Effect... and now it�s completely
examinable!

Count out five bills�one at a time. Show them front
and back and lay them flat on your hand.  With NO
folding, NO cover, NO nothing...THE BILLS JUST
CHANGE!  That�s it. Your are now holding five

completely different bills.  Count them out.  Show them on both sides.  They are
real bills.  And then, HAND OUT THE BILLS FOR COMPLETE EXAMINATION!

On the DVD you will learn nine revolutionary, hyper-visual changes, PLUS 75
minutes of Bonus Footage.  The 90-minute DVD teaches you every detail, from
setting up the bills to performing the changes and all the handling tips and subtleties
in-between. PLUS Justin Tocko�s new locking system for Extreme Burn.  This is
easy to do, angle proof and immediately repeatable with no reset!  Works with any
currency.  Change denominations, paper to money, coupons to cash and more!

Package includes New Ultra Thin Gimmick, DVD (with 9 bill changes), plus 75
minutes of Extended Footage and Hand-Out Techniques.

$35

John Cerbone &
Richard Nongard�s

Speed Trance 2.0
2-DVD Set

Do not confuse this with a previous product of same
title�this is technically 2.0. This DVD combines both
John Cerbone and Richard Nongard�s years of
professional and clinical experiences.

Do you wish you could hypnotize anyone in just 7
seconds? Our method, called Speed Trance, is a
technique used by master hypnotists around the world.
This 2-Set DVD, will teach you how to hypnotize
others, exactly the same way we have literally hypnotized thousands of people. It
works, and you can do the same thing. Who will you hypnotize when you know
how to use Speed Trance? Now you can own the 2 DVD Set!  A fabulous act,
that anyone can do!

$55

https://www.stevensmagic.com/shop/extreme-burn-2-0-locked-loaded-richard-sanders-dvd/
https://www.stevensmagic.com/shop/speed-trance-2-0-hypnotism/
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Rediscover The Master...
Roberto Giobbi�s

Dai Vernon Seminar
2-DVD Set

Dai Vernon is, arguably, the most influential
magician of the 20th Century. Yet the man
and his material remain largely misunderstood.

In this unprecedented 2-disc, 3-hour seminar,
Roberto Giobbi explores what makes Dai
Vernon's magic so special. Recorded live in the
UK, Giobbi will discuss Dai Vernon's tricks,
techniques, presentations, theories and how
they have changed the way magicians look at
magic. Along the way you'll learn more about
the personality of Vernon through amazing and
amusing anecdotes. Studying Vernon is a

fascinating and enlightening way of studying the essence of artistic magic. With
The Dai Vernon Seminar, you will look through the eyes of the kind of figure
who comes along once in a century and changes the way magic is understood and
performed. This set also includes rare footage of Vernon himself, with
commentary by Giobbi.

Who better to take us on a journey into the mind of Dai Vernon than Roberto
Giobbi? Giobbi, greatly respected for his incomparable Card College series, is also
a truly erudite lecturer, who has become one of the most sought-out voices on
magic in the world today. This live Vernon Seminar is the culmination of a lifelong
study, and has been delivered to magicians around the world for over 15 years.
This is your chance to step into the front row.

Also included: an 80-page PDF of Dai Vernon: Life and Work, a full-length book
on the magic and life of Dai Vernon.

  $45

Could this be your Last Stevens Magic Catalog?Could this be your Last Stevens Magic Catalog?Could this be your Last Stevens Magic Catalog?Could this be your Last Stevens Magic Catalog?Could this be your Last Stevens Magic Catalog?
We hope not!  Every January we have to make the difficult elimination of
inactive subscribers, due to ever increasing costs.  All you have to do isAll you have to do isAll you have to do isAll you have to do isAll you have to do is
place an order.  place an order.  place an order.  place an order.  place an order.  If you don�t see anything that meets your fancy in this
catalog, consider a gift certificate.  Your subcription is updated every time
you place an order with Stevens Magic!
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Qty Total
Item
 PriceDescription

Total

SteSteSteSteStevvvvvens Maens Maens Maens Maens Magic Emporiumgic Emporiumgic Emporiumgic Emporiumgic Emporium
2520 East Doug2520 East Doug2520 East Doug2520 East Doug2520 East Douglas �  Wiclas �  Wiclas �  Wiclas �  Wiclas �  Wichita, KS  67214hita, KS  67214hita, KS  67214hita, KS  67214hita, KS  67214

Phone:  (316) 683-9582 �  FPhone:  (316) 683-9582 �  FPhone:  (316) 683-9582 �  FPhone:  (316) 683-9582 �  FPhone:  (316) 683-9582 �  Fax:  (316) 68-MAax:  (316) 68-MAax:  (316) 68-MAax:  (316) 68-MAax:  (316) 68-MAGIC (686-2442)GIC (686-2442)GIC (686-2442)GIC (686-2442)GIC (686-2442)
E-Mail:  maE-Mail:  maE-Mail:  maE-Mail:  maE-Mail:  magic@stegic@stegic@stegic@stegic@stevvvvvensmaensmaensmaensmaensmagicgicgicgicgic.com.com.com.com.com
WWWWWeeeeebsite:  wwwbsite:  wwwbsite:  wwwbsite:  wwwbsite:  www.ste.ste.ste.ste.stevvvvvensmaensmaensmaensmaensmagicgicgicgicgic.com.com.com.com.com

Mail-In OrMail-In OrMail-In OrMail-In OrMail-In Order Fder Fder Fder Fder Formormormormorm
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